Computer Corner Websites

Reading Sites

**Mysteries** How good of a detective are you? Read these mysteries and find out.

**KidsPost** This site highlights news, features, and good books for kids!

**Weekly Reader** What’s happening in the world? Stay up-to-date by reading these current events.

**National Geographic for Kids** This site highlights news, features, and science articles on subjects of interest.

**Kids Lab** Take Time Out to Read!! Choose an online tutorial, specific strategy practice, or mixed reading practice.

**Giggle Poetry** Read, rate, write poetry!

**Storyline** Hear a story online!

**Scholastic Favorites** Computer Lab Favs! Try Story Starters, Poetry Idea Engine, It’s Greek to Me, Clean Up Grammar, Fish Up Word Endings, Choose an Adventure, or Pick the Perfect Word!

**Poetry As We See It** Learn about the elements of poetry. Then see what you learned by taking a quiz!

**Reading Skills Rocket** Practice many skills in this game!

**Poetry4Kids** Write poems, play poetry and word games, listen to poetry or much more!

Spelling Activities
**Look, Cover, Write, Check** Enter your spelling words, then look, cover, write, check!

**Skateboard with Frieda** Spell the words you hear! The game gets more difficult as you go!

**Spelling Match** Play this spelling game and match the missing parts of words.

**Spell Check** Choose the word spelled wrong, then correct it!

**Spin and Spell** Click a picture to spell, then click the letters on the wheel to spell the word correctly!

**Word Scramble** Arrange the letters to spell the word you hear.

**Chicktionary** Rearrange the letters to make as many words as you can.

**Letter Rip** Create words by selecting tiles that are next to each other in order.

**Math Games**

**Place Value** Find the number in a specific place in a number.

**Place Value Golf** Match the number to its spelling in words (up to 1,000).

**Place Value Bullseye** Match the number to its spelling in word (100,000).

**Round to the nearest 10**

**Round to the Nearest 100**
**Rounding Flashcards**  Rounding Flashcards (change max value to 100,000)

**Math Mayhem**  Choose an operation and practice math facts in this fast paced game

**Math Mastery Challenge**  Choose an operation and practice facts timed!

**Jetski Addition**  Practice addition facts competing against other players or alone.

**All About Graphs**  Answer questions about graphs

**Graphs Galore**

**Name that Fraction**

**Naming Fractions**  Name the fraction that is shown by the shape

**Fraction Match**  Match the fraction to the models in this concentration game

**Cross the River**  Click the fraction to cross the river!

**Fraction Race**  Choose the fraction that names the part of the group

**Equivalent Fraction Fun**

**Game Aquarium**  Try these games!

**Elapsed Time Matching**

**Cool Math 4 Kids**  Try these cool math games!
**Fraction Pizza Party**  Click on the fraction that shows the amount of pizza left

**Dude's Dilemma**  Practice computation with this game!

**Quick Math**  Fill in the math symbols as quickly as possible

**Multiplication Station**  Find the factors that make the product

**Travel Around the World!**  See how fast you can travel the world while practicing computation

**Read a Ruler**  Click on the length of the line.  Play with either inches or centimeters

**Counting Money**

**Pocket Change**  Practice recognizing and adding up money

**Grammar Fun**

**Wacky Madlibs**  - Practice parts of speech with these wacky madlibs

**Grammar Blast**  Click on Grade 3 and answer grammar questions!

**Noun Dunk**  Determine if a word is a noun and make a slam dunk!

**Life on the Pronoun Reef**  Choose the correct pronoun and tour the reef

**Contractions**  Choose the words that make up the contraction!
Power Proofreading  Proofread paragraphs and correct errors

Grammar Gorillas  Do you know your parts of speech? Practice identifying them in this game.

Phonics

Ski Lodge Vacation  Take a ski trip by finding matching vowel sounds

Circus Builder  Gather up acts for a three-ring circus by matching vowel sounds

Vocabulary

EWord Game  Match the definition with the word

Vocab Flood  Click the 3 words that belong together

Vocabulary Games

Game Goo!  Find the synonyms!

Word Works  Add prefixes and suffixes to make a sentence make sense!

Opposites Attract  Find the antonyms in this un-bee-lievable game!

Prefix Practice  Choose your level and practice your prefixes!

Race to Ramses!  Move the arrows to create words!

Word Jungle  Find the synonym and swing through the jungle!
Recognizing Homophones  Choose a level and practice identifying homophones!

Social Studies

Geonet  Choose a map and play this geography game!

Regions of the World  Learn about regions of the world here

Science

Wonderville  Science is super fun!  Try some of the activities here.

Other Fun Sites

Dino Dictionary  Find all different dinosaurs using dictionary guide words.

Kidport  Select the subject you want to learn about!

Learn to Type

Dance Mat Typing  Meet the gang and learn to type. Make your way through all 12 stages and be a top typist!

Learn2Type  Login Name: frankall  Password: gpes

Typing of the Ghosts!  Destroy the ghosts by typing the words on them

Fowl Words  Spell the words that the eggs form before they fall!